






























































































 Only Georgian outside, the Taylor homes in Surrey’s Fleetwood neighbourhood greet residents and passersby with
exteriors that are a homage to an architectural and aristocratic style that is almost 300 years old.
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‘Grown-ups’ start with a Surrey row house
 
 BY CLAUDIA KWAN, THE VANCOUVER SUN OCTOBER 1, 2010
 

 

 

Project name: Taylor

Project location: Fleetwood, Surrey

Project Size: 62 row homes

Residence size: 2 bed 1,165 sq. ft — 1,385 sq. ft; 2 + den 1,167 sq. ft — 1,400 sq. ft

Prices: from $299,900

Sales centre: #1 – 8767 162nd Street, Surrey

Hours: noon – 6 p.m., Sat — Thur

Telephone: 604-584-1114

Web: mosaichomes.com/taylor

Developer: MOSAIC Homes

Architect: Stuart Howard, Stuart Howard Architects

Interior Design: BYU
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Occupancy: Immediately

By Claudia Kwan

Whatever Reggie and Virginia Bonilla paid for packing boxes this year, they’ve got their money’s
worth.

Before they wed in May, the two – both in their late 20s – were living in their respective family homes
in the Fleetwood area of Surrey. Afterwards, the newlyweds moved into a three-bedroom suite in the
basement of Virginia’s parents’ house. It had a perfectly nice kitchen, living area, and sleeping
quarters, but it was only intended to be a temporary measure.

“After our wedding, we looked at each other and said, ‘we’re grown-ups now, we probably have to pay
a mortgage!’ ” Virginia says with a laugh.

The Bonillas work in downtown Vancouver. They searched for homes in Burnaby, but everything
seemed to be above their price range. Then, after figuring out that the commute between Surrey and
Vancouver was doable, they refocused their attention on Fleetwood.

“There’s a sense of safety and cleanliness here compared to other parts of Surrey,” explains Virginia.
“The individual houses are well-maintained, and it’s comfortable and welcoming – almost quaint.”

In July, the Bonillas went to an open house at the Taylor development, which is being built by MOSAIC
Homes. Virginia says it was love at first sight.

“It’s a combination of everything: the Georgian-style exterior with all of the brick, the open concept –
there are no walls obstructing your lines of view – and the size of the rooms.”

They decided to purchase a 1,400-square-foot two-bedroom-and-den row home, which they think will
be more than enough room even if their family expands to include children.

They’ll be using those trusty packing boxes once again to move in later this year.

The Bonillas took advantage of a standard practice from developer MOSAIC: it usually has
construction fairly complete before commencing sales. They picked an end unit, and know they’ll have
a view of the amenity area from their bedroom and the den, and that the visitor’s parking area visually
separates them from the home across the way. Their balcony will face the neighbour’s garage, rather
than another balcony, which could have made for less privacy during the summer months.

“We like to call it ‘real homes for real people’ – they’re buying walls and a roof, not just looking at floor
plans,” explains Peter Edmonds, spokesperson for MOSAIC. “People buying off plans don’t get to see
all of the details. Here, what you see is what you get.”

The company prides itself on attention to detail, incorporating feedback from past buyers to continue
refining the design of its homes. (This is its fifth project in as many years in Surrey, although the first
in Fleetwood.) Stairways between the different levels of the row homes have cut-outs to improve
sightlines – so that there are no collisions in high-traffic areas. Wall space in the show home’s garage
has been decorated with shelving for shoes and hooks for hats and coats, after past buyers indicated
that would make for a good use of space. The inclusion of kitchen islands is also based on consumer
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demand.

Landscaping has been placed to delineate individual entryways for homes, and the colour schemes
between the individual blocks of row homes have been varied to reinforce that sense of individuality.
Small black rail fences also define public-versus-private space, and some of the drainpipes trailing
down the brick-clad exterior walls are faux rather than functional, which creates a sense of symmetry.

Outside balconies are spacious, stretching nearly the full width of each home, and easily
accommodating four chairs and an outdoor table. Inside, a number of niches tucked into walls that
would otherwise be blank provides convenient display space for artwork or sculptural elements. As
well, the light fixtures have already been strategically angled to light them properly. Bedrooms have
been designed with specific areas for dressers in between closets, or to have just the right
dimensions in one spot to place bunk beds.

The washer and dryer are on the second floor to make laundry more convenient, and attention has
been paid to ensure light fixtures and wall outlets are aligned and symmetrical, whenever possible.

The developer also focused on affordability, relying on long-term relationships with its trades, to keep
costs manageable. Price flexibility has been built into the garage, where people can opt to have it
finished or unfinished, depending on what they’re willing to spend.

“Attention to detail is a huge focus for all 60 of the people at our company, not just those who deal
directly with design or marketing,” says Edmonds. “I’ve had someone from accounting tell me before
about details that were missed!”

MOSAIC worked for approximately seven years to find land in Fleetwood for a project, drawn by
proximity to Highway One, and easy access to schools – Holy Cross high school is across the street
from Taylor, and an elementary school is just down the road.

Taylor appears to be pretty much everything Virginia Bonilla wanted. Since that first open house in
July, she’s been back a few times for tours held by the company to explain its design philosophy.

She’s delighted by the attention to detail, saying it fits with her ‘type-A personality.’ Bonilla is already
envisioning pictures of the couple’s wedding and travels in the wall niches, and has measured and re-
measured rooms to make sure new furniture purchases will fit.

“I needed to go back to see if there were soap dishes in the shower, or would we need to buy some,
and I couldn’t remember if there were two sinks in the kitchen or just one,” she admits. “The fact that
they’re confident enough to show people the actual homes as they’re going through construction – it’s
very comforting to me, and a sign our money’s been well spent.”

The Bonillas are expecting to move in at the end of this month to begin the next phase in their lives
together – and are hoping they won’t have to move again for a long, long time.

Special to The Sun

© Copyright (c) The Vancouver Sun
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 Only Georgian outside, the Taylor homes in Surrey’s Fleetwood neighbourhood greet residents and passersby
with exteriors that are a homage to an architectural and aristocratic style that is almost 300 years old.
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Read here to find out why newlyweds / TAYLOR homeowners Reggie and Virginia
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